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US Lays Off Congress To Cut Costs
WASHINGTON,
D.C.—U.S.A.,
Inc. President and CEO Barack
Obama announced yesterday that,
due to budget constraints, all 535
members of Congress and their staff
would be laid off by the end of the
session.
This management shakeup comes
just after U.S.A.’s acquisition of the
auto and banking industries, and
amidst the pending acquisition of
the healthcare industry.
Analysts have started to question
what the hell the company is thinking.
In his weekly online address,
Obama stated, “We believe that removing this unnecessary barrier to
progress is highly strategic and will

make us more competitive in the
global markets, bolstering our abil-

ity to stamp out the competition.”
When asked what competition

he was referring to, Obama said,
”Um… yeah. We stamped it out
already.”
With worries mounting about the
U.S.A.’s financial viability, shareholders are beginning to flee.
In an interview with The Flipside,
CFO Timothy Geithner explained,
“We’re planting money trees as fast
as we can down here.”
Congressional Budget Office Director Douglas Elmendorf could not
be reached for comment.
His position was eliminated last
Thursday so that he would not, as
White House Chief of Staff Rahm
Emanuel put it, “fuck with the
President’s optimism.” Shares were
down six points at market close.
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Chomsky Speaks Out About
How No One Understands
What He’s Saying

Stanford Card Plan Cut After Credit Line
Used On Beer
STANFORD—Stanford University terminated its new
card plan today after students spent approximately
$35,000 on alcohol purchases. The card plan provided
students with a $1000 line of credit. Stanford upperclassmen recognized this loophole shortly after arriving on campus several weeks ago.
One senior, who wishes to remain anonymous until
his job interview Saturday explained why the card plan
is so popular: “My parents can view my purchase history for my debit and credit cards. I figured that if I purchased beer on the Stanford Card my parents wouldn’t
have to know I’m an alcoholic on the weekends.”
Keystone Light and Natural Light cans could be
seen around campus early Sunday morning after a large
night of partying on the row.
SAE threw a massive party titled “Drinking Hard
With Your With Your Stanford Card,” in which students

Cheers to the Stanford Credit Plan
had to show their SUID card to get in and to get beer.
University officials also took advantage of the opportunity and were too drunk to comment.

Chamillionaire To Introduce New Number: “One Chamillion”

Vandal Comes Back to
Apologize

Popular rapper and role model
Chamillionaire confirmed rumors
on Friday when he verified that he
would indeed be introducing a new
big number to the International System of Numbers: one chamillion.
Although it is unclear what the
actual value of one chamillion will
be, Chamillionaire assured fans
and eager onlookers in the math
world that one chamillion would

be “higher than one billion, higher
than one trillion, hell, higher than
one million.”
Middle school math teacher Ron
Berdell does not share the enthusiasm for the arrival of the number
one chamillion.
“My students
already struggle at math,” Berdell
states, “and now all they write
when I ask them to solve four times
six is one chamillion.”

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your answers to flipside@stanford.edu. The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!
last weeks winner: David Philipson
QUOTE “all i do is win the nobel prize. all day.” - barack obama

REBUS PUZZLES

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

NUMBERS

793

The number of Nobel Prizes won by people who work at
Stanford. This includes your neighbor, your RA for their
work in bio-nuclear-fission-computer-science-philosophy,
and new honorary Stanford member, Barack Obama.

CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE FOR MORE CONTENT:

WWW.STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM
last weeks answers: CATERPILLAR, CHEX MIX, HEALTH CENTER,
ESQUIRE

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT F=L

EGYVB AGGSFI FXNGA EI PXQGXVG BYNGP IXJ PCHGVBCR, KRYFG FXNYVB
PXQGXVG AGGSFI BYNGP IXJ TXJHZBG. - FZX CDJ
LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: EDUCATION IS AN ADMIRABLE THING, BUT IT IS WELL TO REMEMBER FROM TIME TO TIME THAT NOTHING THAT
IS WORTH KNOWING CAN BE TAUGHT.” - OSCAR WILDE
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Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
circles to answer the final question.
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SUDOKU PROVIDED
BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
www.sudoku-puzzles.net
Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being satirized. Remember, these are all jokes.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: LEMUR FRESH CHILLY MYSTIC what the
cook said as he threw the spice THYME FLIES
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